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ABOUT RUBENETTI
Rubenetti is a dream come true. At 10 years old I joined rowing and
since then I have not stopped practicing this sport. From a very young
age I imagined myself rowing a boat made by myself.
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2x CLUB
Ein Traum wurde Wirklichkeit.
Mit 10 Jahren fing ich an zu rudern
und habe seitdem nicht mehr aufgehört. Und ich hatte den Traum
ein eigenes, schnelles Boot zu
bauen.
Nach den 2013 WRCCH war es soweit. Ich konnte nicht mehr warten.
Coastal Rowing ging mir nicht mehr
aus dem Kopf. In Alicante, ESP
habe ich die Produktion gestartet.
Rudern ist ein Lebensgefühl.
Hingabe, Emotionen, Überzeugung
und Liebe zum Detail. Diese Werte
haben wir auf unsere Boote
übertragen. Wir leben und lieben
unsere Boote. Probieren Sie es aus.

In 2013, almost by chance, I participated in the Coastal Rowing World
Championship in Helsingborg and discovered the coastal rowing, after
returninf from this trip I could not get it out of my head, the coastal
rowing was perfect, stable, fun, all the world could practice it and
anywhere. After that I decided to start Rubenetti boats in Alicante,
Spain, the city where I live.
Rowing is a philosophy of life, perseverance, improvement and
dedication, we have transferred those same values to our company,
and since we were born we have evolved along with our models,
putting all our efforts into taking care of even the smallest detail of
our boats.

COASTAL
ROWING
Diana Dymchenko
World Champion 2017
at Thonon Les Bains with
Rubenetti 1x Race model
Weltmeisterin 2017

Diana Dymchenko auf Rubenetti Co1x

RUBENETTI 1x SHORT
Currently in development, it will be our off-road model. Thanks
to its 4.8 meter length you can transport it in the roof rack of
any vehicle, and weighing only 25 kg. you can load it comfortably
without help.
Ideal for novice rowers, people with reduced mobility, school
boats etc.

Küste, Fluss und
Freizeit

The Rubenetti 1x Short is designed to facilitate storage and
transport. It is the boat you need for your holidays, going for a
row for pleasure and enjoying nature.

Seen
Breitensport
Anfänger
Stressfreies
Rudern

Serie: CLUB
MODEL

MATERIAL

RESIN

BUILDING

WEIGHT

LENGTH

WIDTH

RIGGER

COLOUR

RUBENETTI 1x KURZ

BEGINNERS

Glass Fiber,
Coremat
and PVC

Vinilester

Manual
Lamination

30 kg.
approx.

4.8 m.

1 m.

Wing Rigger,
quick relase
system

White
Papyrus

Ab 2021 auf dem Markt. Ein Freizeitboot für Küste und Seen.

Glass Fiber,
Soric
Sandwich
and PVC

Vinilester

Infusion

24-26 kg.
approx.

4.8 m.

Wing Rigger,
quick relase
system

RAL to
Choose

und Stabil. Nutzen Sie das Boot wie ein Kajak. Dachtransport, Ferienboot,

NATIONAL

Sales and Information UK: Info@rowperfect.co.uk

1 m.

www.Coastal-Boats.eu

Ideal für Anfänger, zum Club und Individual - Training. Sicher
ab 24 kg.

Vertrieb Deutschland, Schweiz, Österreich: Team@rowing-in-europe.com

RUBENETTI 1x CLUB
Our first boat. Robust, stable and competitive. Its price makes it ideal
for amateur rowers, as an initiation boat or for those who want to
enter on the world of rowing.
The design of its hull makes it a very stable and fun boat. In extreme
wave conditions it allows surfing and traversing waves without
problem thanks to its wave piercing bow and self-emptying deck,
and in calm waters it transmits stability and speed. Also available by
infusion.

ambitionierter

*Model acording to the FISA Coastal Rowing regulations.

Breitensport und
Masters
Fortgeschrittene
Ruderer

Serie: CLUB

RUBINETTI 1x CLUB

MODEL

MATERIAL

RESIN

BUILDING

WEIGHT

LENGTH

WIDTH

RIGGER

COLOUR

BEGINNERS

Glass Fiber,
Coremat
and PVC

Vinilester

Manual
Lamination

35-37 kg.
approx.

6 m.

0.75 m.

Aluminium
Wing rigger

White
Papyrus

Glass Fiber,
Soric
Sandwich
and PVC

Vinilester

Infusion

28-30 kg.
approx.

6 m.

Aluminium
Wing rigger

RAL to
Choose

NATIONAL

Sales and Information UK: Info@rowperfect.co.uk,

0.75 m.

Der Klassiker. Ideal für Breitensportler und Masters die
sich an eine Regatta begeben.
Stabiles Boot mit guten Gleiteigenschaften. Der WellenbrecherBug sorgt für Geradeauslauf, Stabilität und Geschwindigkeit. Auch
bei ruhigem Wasser.

www.Coastal-Boats.eu

Vertrieb Deutschland, Schweiz, Österreich: Team@rowing-in-europe.com

OUR 1x CLUB IN DETAIL

Rigger

Storage Net

Waterproof Compartment

Drain Plugs

The Club model has an aluminum
wing rigger, you can order it with the
quick release system to assemble and
disassemble it in seconds. Coated with
powder paint it will stand the test of
years and protect it from corrosion.
Satin black color.

The Club model has a Bakelite stretcher
with neoprene straps. In addition, it has
two gaps on each side and a net in the
stern to be able to carry your belongings
in a secure way.

All our boats have a 3-liter waterproof
compartment behind the rower, its rubber
cover prevents water from entering so we
can put objects such as mobile phones,
keys etc.

Stern, bow, and center. Our boats are
manufactured with 3 independent
compartments to offer you great security
in the event of a collision or breakdown.

Sales and Information UK: Info@rowperfect.co.uk

www.Coastal-Boats.eu

Vertrieb Deutschland, Schweiz, Österreich: Team@rowing-in-europe.com

RUBENETTI 2x CLUB
This model was born in 2019 and is our most stable double. The
beginners version is designed for those who are starting out in the
rowing world and need a cheap and a robust boat. The other 2,
made by vacuum infusion, is lighter and allows you to develop
better performance.
Its hull is very stable even with big waves, it has a perfect balance
between stability and speed and is able to cope with the fastest
models on the market.

Breitensport

Go out to enjoy a pleasant lake ride, in the sea, or allow yourself to
surf waves on the most rough days.

Leistungssport
Regatta

*Model acording to the FISA Coastal Rowing regulations.

"Best Buy"

Serie: CLUB
MODEL

MATERIAL

RESIN

BUILDING

WEIGHT

LENGTH

WIDTH

RIGGER

COLOUR

BEGINNERS

Glass Fiber,
Coremat
and PVC

Vinilester

Manual
Lamination

65 kg.
approx.

7.5 m.

1 m.

Aluminium

White
Papyrus

Glass Fiber,
Soric
and PVC

Vinilester

Infusion

55 kg.
approx.

7.5 m.

100%
Carbon,
Soric
and PVC

Vinilester

55 kg.
approx.

7.5 m.

NATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL

Infusion

Sales and Information UK: Info@rowperfect.co.uk

1 m.

1 m.

Aluminium

Aluminium

RAL to
Choose

RAL to
Choose

www.Coastal-Boats.eu

RUBENETTI 2X CLUB
Erfolgreich seit 2019. Robust und das beste Preis- Leistungsverhältnis
seiner Klasse. Perfekte Balance zwischen Stabilität und Geschwindigkeit.
Schnell bei Wellen und an ruhigen Seen. Hohe Wellen werden gut
geschnitten und anschliessend sauber abgesurft.

Vertrieb Deutschland, Schweiz, Österreich: Team@rowing-in-europe.com

OUR 2x CLUB IN DETAIL

Rigger

Folding Rigger (optional)

Waterproof Compartment

Drain Plugs

The Club model has an individual
aluminum wing rigger with holes that
allows it to be moved forward or
backward without disassembling it.
Coated with powder paint it will stand the
test of years and protect it from corrosion.
Satin black color.

Our own designed folding rigger allows
you to fold the rigger in seconds to store
it and make transportation and storage
easier. Coated with powder paint it will
stand the test of years and protect it from
corrosion. Satin black color.

All our boats have a 3-liter waterproof
compartment behind the rower, its rubber
cover prevents water from entering so we
can put objects such as mobile phones,
keys etc.

Stern, bow, and center. Our boats are
manufactured with 3 independent
compartments to offer you great security
in the event of a collision or breakdown.

Sales and Information UK: Info@rowperfect.co.uk

www.Coastal-Boats.eu

Vertrieb Deutschland, Schweiz, Österreich: Team@rowing-in-europe.com

RUBENETTI 1x RACE
World champion in 2017 at Thonon les Bains, it is designed for rowers
who are looking for a boat with which they can obtain the best performance
and reach the highest level.
In 2020 we have made a facelift to lower the center of gravity and make it
more stable. The design of his hull makes him feel light and easy to
paddle, “very stiff”, “reactive”, “fast in turns”, are some of the comments that
have left us international rowers.
In the Elite version we offer you the best materials on the market with a
quality of finishes that is difficult to match, the carbon bow rigger is 10%
lighter and 600% stiffer.

Gute Breitensportler

*Model acording to the FISA Coastal Rowing regulations.

Gute Masters
Regattaruderer
Erfahrene Ruderer

Serie: RACE
MODEL

MATERIAL

RESIN

BUILDING

WEIGHT

LENGTH

WIDTH

RIGGER

COLOUR

NATIONAL

Glass Fiber,
Soric
Sandwich
and PVC

Vinilester

Infusion

30 kg.
approx.

6 m.

0.75 m.

Aluminium

RAL to
Choose

INTERNATIONAL

100%
Carbon,
Soric
Sandwich
and PVC

Vinilester

Infusion

26 kg.
approx.

6 m.

0.75 m.

Aluminium

RAL to
Choose

ELITE

100%
Carbon, 5
mm Corecell
and PVC

Epoxy

Infusion

30 kg.
approx.

6 m.

0.75 m.

Carbon

RAL to
Choose

Sales and Information UK: Info@rowperfect.co.uk

www.Coastal-Boats.eu

RUBENETTI 1x RACE
Weltmeisterboot mit verbesserter Stabilität. Das Material und
Verfahrenstechnologie sorgen für Steifigkeit, damit für Reaktivität und
schnelle Wenden. Schnell und wenig Verwindung beim Durchzug.
Das 1x Race / Elite ist momentan das beste RUBENETTI Boot am
Markt.
Designed fürs Podium
Vertrieb Deutschland, Schweiz, Österreich: Team@rowing-in-europe.com

OUR 1x RACE IN DETAIL

Rigger

Stretchers

Axe Bow

Drain Plugs

The R model has a bow wing rigger (also
available in carbon), this arrangement
of the riggers causes the forces to be
transmitted directly to the boat, in this way
there is no loss of energy. Coated with
satin black powder paint, it will stand the
test of time without corrosion.

All R range comes standard with
adjustable active tools shoes and carbon
stretcher. Like other models, it also has
storage compartments and a front net to
hold the life jacket.

Its axe bow opens the water to the rest
of the hull fluidly, prevents the boat from
pitching and hitting the water in the jumps,
this makes the boat flow through the waves
and the speed is constant. This means that
the rower does not have to start the boat on
every wave and saves energy.

Stern, bow, and center. Our boats are
manufactured with 3 independent
compartments to offer you great security
in the event of a collision or breakdown.

Information and Sales UK: Info@rowperfect.co.uk

www.Coastal-Boats.eu

Vertrieb Deutschland, Schweiz, Österreich: Team@rowing-in-europe.com

RUBENETTI 2x RACE
Our new 2x Race model was born in 2020 after a year and a half of tests until obtaining the
performance we expected.
The design of its bow, its stern, and the layout of the rowers has been optimized to achieve
a perfect balance between stability and speed. In open water it behaves just like our
successful 1x, cutting the waves smoothly, without jumping or losing speed. Its rigidity
means that each stroke is transmitted directly to the boat, and the layout of the rowers has
been studied to obtain maximum performance.

Gute
Masters

Its speed will make you feel on a much narrower and lighter boat. The finishes and materials
of the Elite version will make you feel like you are in the cabin of a Formula 1 car.

Erfahrene

*Model acording to the FISA Coastal Rowing regulations.

Regatta
Erfahrene

Ruderer

Ruderer

Breitensportler
Serie: RACE
MODEL

MATERIAL

RESIN

BUILDING

WEIGHT

LENGTH

WIDTH

RIGGER

COLOUR

NATIONAL

Glass Fiber,
Soric
Sandwich
and PVC

Vinilester

Infusion

55 kg.
approx.

7.5 m.

1 m.

Aluminium

RAL to
Choose

INTERNATIONAL

100%
Carbon,
Soric
Sandwich
and PVC

Vinilester

Infusion

55 kg.
approx.

7.5 m.

1 m.

Aluminium

RAL to
Choose

ELITE

100%
Carbon,
Corecell
Sandwich
and PVC

Epoxy

Infusion

55 kg.
approx.

7.5 m.

1 m.

Aluminium

RAL to
Choose

Sales and Information UK: Info@rowperfect.co.uk

www.Coastal-Boats.eu

RUBINETTI 2x RACE
Das Design von Bug, Heck und Rumpf überzeugt. Nach 18 Monaten Tests
war es soweit. Diese Bootsform überzeugt mit einem großartigen Verhältnis von
Stabilität und Speed. Wellen werden sanft geschnitten, das ärgerliche Springen und
der damit einhergehende Geschwindigkeitsverlust werden gemindert. Jeder Schlag
wird direkt und ohne Steifigkeitsverlust übertragen.

Vertrieb Deutschland, Schweiz und Österreich: Team@rowing-in-europe.com

FIXED
SEAT

FIBERGLASS LLAUT
Economical, resistant, fun, the perfect option for a large number of
rowers at once. The fiberglass Llaut comes out of the same mold
as the competition Llaut, the difference is in its form of manufacture
and in the seats, the hull and its internal structure is fiberglass with
coremat core, and the seats are made with foam to make it more
comfortable and to be able to enjoy it for a longer time.
It can accommodate up to 10 rowers and has structural
reinforcements on the hull keel to withstand accidents against the
pontoon or rocks. The bow and stern bulkheads are closed, so in
the event of an accident the boat will not be flooded thanks to its air
chamber and will allow the rowers to safely return to shore.

OUR FIBERGLASS LLAUT IN DETAIL

Tubular Structure

Parallel “Toletes”

Foam Seats

Rudder

The hull of the boat is built in one piece
of fiberglass. The interior is manufactured
using a system of tubular beams that
provide greater longitudinal and torsional
rigidity to the boat with a gel coat gloss
finish.

Ergonomics is the most important thing in
order to get the most out of the boat and
maintain a comfortable posture.

The fiberglass Llaut comes with foam seats
lined with waterproof fabric like the one used
on the decks of pleasure yachts. And it has
a greater distance between the seat and the
pins to have more space in case of going out
to row with waves.

The rudder is made of fiberglass with a gel
coat finish in the same color as the boat.
The stick is made of oak wood.

In our Llaut, all the pins go in line from bow to
stern and parallel with respect to the water,
so all the rowers are at the same height and
can work the same sweeping angles.

This arrangement of the rowers makes the
Llaut Rubenetti stand out for its ergonomics.

CARBON LLAUT
The most comfortable boat on the market
Manufactured in one piece, and thanks to its interior structure
and high-quality materials, the Llaut Rubenetti is extremely rigid.
The design of its bow was specially studied as in our models
of coastal rowing, this allows our Llaut to have a great
acceleration, to prevents jumps and cut the water smoothly,
reducing speed loss in open water.
The flat design of its stern together with the naca type rudder
makes the boat very fast in turns. The layout of the rowers
together with our oversized carbon stretchers make the Llaut
Rubenetti the most comfortable boat on the market.
*Boat within the 2016 CSD regatta code.

OUR CARBON LLAUT IN DETAIL

Tubular Cover

Parallel “Toletes”

Parallel or Shooting Seats

Rudder

The hull of the boat is built in one piece
by infusion, which gives it greater
structural rigidity. The interior is
manufactured using a system of tubular
beams that provide greater longitudinal
and torsional rigidity to the boat.

Ergonomics is the most important thing in
order to get the most out of the boat and
maintain a comfortable posture.

The current regulation allows competing with
a free disposition of the rowers so that each
club decides which lineup to use.

In our Llaut, all the pins go in line from bow to
stern and parallel with respect to the water,
so all the rowers are at the same height and
can work the same sweeping angles.

The Llaut Rubenetti can be ordered from the
factory with 4 benches for rowing in parallel,
or with 5 benches for rowing oddly or with up
to 10 rowers.

The infused carbon rudder weighs just
1.5 kg. Inspired by competition boats, its
deep and narrow design acts as a keel to
stabilize the boat.
Its shape makes turns precise without the
boat slowing down or destabilizing.

OARS

TROLLEY

Oars with adjustable length and
in different sizes, blade to choose
between macon or axe.

Trolley in anodized aluminum,
very light and removable for easy
transport.

Ruder
Wir liefern Braca, SWIFT
oder andere Top Marken.
Fragen Sie uns auch nach
speziellen Coastal Rudern

Boots Trolley
Sie möchten einen
Slipwagen für Ihr
Boot?
Solos
Doppelzweier oder
Vierer?
Wir haben günstige,
faltbare Trolley
für Sie.

Sales and Information UK: Info@rowperfect.co.uk

www.Coastal-Boats.eu

Vertrieb Deutschland, Schweiz, Österreich: Team@rowing-in-europe.com
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Im Feld 4
46254 Härkingen
Team@rowing-in-europe.com
TEL: +41.79.474.8022

C/Artistas Falleros, 20. Nave 11
CP:03690 San Vicente del Raspeig
Alicante (Spain)
Tel.: 0034 660 810 956
info@rubenettiboats.com
www.rubenettiboats.com

/rubenetticoastalrowing
@rubenetticoastalrowing

¡click and follow us!

